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Let G be a simple (nonfat graph wiih degree sequeme dl, dz, l . . , d,. The ~~~~~ of 
spanning trees of G is bounded above by 
Let G be a simple (nondiiected) 
G is the nail of its spank trees. 
tke degree sequence ior G; let 
s(G) = 
i=l i=l 
Then, of come, is(G) is tke number of edges ia G, If G is a regu 
valency r, so that am = am = r, then K ) is a ~~~0~ of the 
the adjacency matrix, A$‘?)~ It folbws from observation (see, e. 
that 
0 I 
, Elsevier Science 
ean Inequality to aller’s pectral resuh, Grimmett [S] observed that 
1 s(G) n-1 
K(G)+ - 
c > n n-l l 
a lovely ~~~~ra~~ation of (1). ition 11.31.) In this note, we use 
a di~erent in terms of the degree 
sequence. ation of the A~thmetic-~eomet~c ean inequality to our 
result ((3) below) also leads to (2). 
on n 21eHices with at least one edge. 7lien 
(3) 
with equality if and onl’ if C = 
Consider the n x n matrix Q(G) = (am), where 
if {i, j} is an edge of G, 
r 1 s i s n, denote by Qi(G) the principal su rix of Q(G) obtained by 
removing row and column L The Matrix-Tree yields that ~(6) = 
(Since Q(G) is positive semid~~~te, it follows from the 
Arithmetic-Geometric 
revio~sly observed in 
quality. The second of these inequalities 
of (3) was a serendipitous 
-like inequality for the 
n-l 
b.. Ie 9 
i=l 
itian matrix = (bag, with 
is zero and the rest are all 
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